Clarification No. 03

Girls Sixers Competition
In Season 2017/18
Rules Clarification No.03
The rule updates detailed below are in addition to, clarify and supersede the referenced items in the
Sixers Girls League Playing Conditions Stage 2 Competition 2017/18.
The relevant sections of the Playing Conditions that are amended are stated in this Rules Update
along with the content that replaces the existing text.
These rule clarifications relate only to the U15 competition.
Authorisation
Update Summary
 U15 Playing times – 25 overs per
innings
 Batting and Bowling for U15

1.4

Drafted by

Checked by

Approved by

Date

T. Horstead

D. Hutt

D. Nimmo

5/12/2017

Playing Times

(a) Playing Hours
(i) All matches for U15 shall be played as 25 overs per innings
(vi) No need to bat beyond 20 overs if batters are all out.

1.5

Rules of Play

1.5.3 Batting
(b) Compulsory Retirement
(i) A batter must retire once she has faced a maximum number of legal deliveries.
b. U15 – 30 deliveries
1.5.4 Bowling
(a) General
(v) and (vi)
If 9 players: min 2 overs per player before player can bowl 3rd over. Attempt to keep to 4
overs per player. Max 5 overs per player.
If 7 or 8 players: min 3 overs per player before player can bowl 4th over. Max 5 overs per
player.
Full- time Wicketkeeper is exempt. Two wicketkeepers - 1 must bowl the minimum overs.
Captains, coaches are to make the call regarding number of overs to be given to each
bowler with the aim to aid bowler improvement rather than give the better bowlers more
overs.
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Clarification No. 02

Girls Sixers Competition
In Season 2017/18
Rules Clarification No.02
The rule updates detailed below are in addition to, clarify and supersede the referenced items in the
Sixers Girls League Playing Conditions Stage 2 Competition 2017/18.
The relevant sections of the Playing Conditions that are amended are stated in this Rules Update
along with the content that replaces the existing text.
Authorisation
Update Summary
 U13 – dismissal numbers. ALL
batters to be dismissed.
 Reinforce Wides do not count as
ball faced

Drafted by

Checked by

Approved by

Date

T. Horstead

D. Hutt

D. Nimmo

26/10/2017

1.5.3 Batting
(a) General
(ii)
For U13 ONLY, the batting side will be deemed all out once ALL batters have been dismissed.
If there are 9 batters then 9 wickets is all out, if there are 8 batters then 8 wickets are all out
and if there are 7 batters then 7 wickets are all out.
The player dismissed as the second last wicket will remain on field as the runner only. Only the last
remaining batter is permitted to face the remaining balls.
Should the dismissed runner be subsequently run out then the not out batter will be recorded
as dismissed run out.

(b) Compulsory Retirement
(ii)
No Balls count as balls faced, Wides do not count as balls faced.
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Clarification No. 01

Girls Sixers Competition
In Season 2017/18
Rules Clarification No.01
The rule updates detailed below are in addition to, clarify and supersede the referenced items in the
Sixers Girls League Playing Conditions Stage 2 Competition 2017/18.
The relevant sections of the Playing Conditions that are amended are stated in this Rules Update
along with the content that replaces the existing text.
Authorisation
Update Summary
 Ball to be used is 142gm RED
Kookaburra 2 piece leather
 For U13 Div 2 ball to be used is
the Kookaburra Rookie or similar
 Boundary is from centre line of
pitch
 Wides do not count as ball faced
 No ball bouncing more than once
 Ball bouncing off pitch is No Ball

1.3

Drafted by

Checked by

Approved by

Date

T. Horstead

D. Hutt

D. Nimmo

9/10/2017

Equipment

a) The Ball
i)
Age Group

Division

Weight

Brand Name

Colour

Options

Girls

Div. 1

142gm

KOOKABURRA

Red

Two-piece leather
Red King, Practice, Tuf Pitch,
Special Test, Zenith

Div. 2

130gm

KOOKABURRA

Red

Two-piece plastic
ROOKIE (or similar)

Div. 1 / 2

142gm

KOOKABURRA

Red

Two-piece leather
Red King, Practice, Tuf Pitch,
Special Test, Zenith

Under 13
Girls
Under 13
Girls
Under 15

It is preferable for each fielding team to have one new ball for each innings.

1.5
1.5.2

Rules of Play
The Field
(a) The Boundary
(i)
The boundary to be marked from centre line of the wicket, i.e. From stumps, parallel
to the pitch centre line and then stumps.
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1.5.3

Batting
(b) Compulsory Retirement
(ii)
No Balls count as balls faced, Wides do not count as balls faced.

1.5.4

Bowling
(b) No balls
(ii)
As per MCC Laws - Any delivery that bounces twice or more before reaching the
popping crease shall be called a No-Ball (was previously 3 times or more). i.e. any delivery
which bounces more than once before reaching the popping crease is to be called by the
umpire as ‘No Ball’

1.5.4

Bowling
(c) Wides
The following replaces (iv) and should be considered part of 1.5.4 (b) No Balls
(iv)
Any ball that bounces off the pitch before passing the batter is to be called by the
umpire as a ‘No Ball’. Note that a ‘No Ball’ bouncing off the pitch can be struck by the batsmen
prior to the ball coming to a rest.
Once the ball has come to a rest it shall be called DEAD BALL.
1 Sundry for the No Ball is added to the score, and the ball needs to be re-bowled (taking into
consideration 1.5.4 a (ii)).
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Playing Conditions
Stage 2 competition
For u13 / u15 and u17 ages

Our Mission:
To provide a fun, safe and inclusive competition focused on participation outcomes.
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Umpiring Tips
1.

Count the balls in the over and be ready to confirm the count with the non-striker's end umpire.

2.

Give decisions on run out, hit wicket and stumped at the striker's end. This requires the umpire to
concentrate on the striker's stumps whenever there is a chance of a wicket.

3.

Watch for no-balls, and call and signal them to the scorers:
(a) Wicketkeeper taking the ball in front of the stumps
(b) More than 2 fielders, other than the wicket-keeper, behind the popping crease on the on-side
”Note: It is the responsibility of the umpire standing at the non-striker’s end to call and signal waisthigh full tosses as no balls, not the square-leg umpire (who may advise however, although they are
encouraged to advise the non-striker’s end umpire by gesture).

4.

Watch the batters ground their bats at the end of every run to check for short runs, and call and signal
them to the scorers.

5.

When asked by the striker’s end umpire, give an opinion on whether a catch was taken cleanly or a
ball crossed the boundary.

6.

Check to see if the batters have crossed whenever a catch is taken or a runout has been effected.

Scoring Tips
1.

Ensure scorers sit together, preferably away from the rest of the team.

2.

Record the name of the umpire(s) before play begins and the name of the opposition captain and
wicketkeeper.

3.

Both scorers are to acknowledge umpire(s) signals (usually by raising their hand).

4.

Work from the top of the scorebook down. If a run is scored, order the scoring so that the run firstly is
given to the striker, secondly is crossed off the running score tally box (if more than one run is scored,
use a diagonal line across the tally box) and thirdly is entered against the bowler.

5.

Due to new playing conditions in 2016-17, all balls (other than Wides) need to be counted as each
batter has a limit.

6.

If a maiden over is bowled, shade the running tally box as this assists in tallying maiden overs at the
end of an innings.

7.

Symbols are as follows: W – Wicket, X – Wide,  – סּNo Ball, B – Bye, L – Leg Bye.

8.

If a sundry is scored, use one of the above symbols in the running score tally box, enter the number of
sundries against the appropriate column in the sundries section, use one of the above symbols in the
bowler's analysis and place a small 1 in the bowler's analysis in the appropriate column.

9.

After each over, both scorers should agree on the number of runs scored from the over, the total of
runs against the bowler and the total score.

10.

The scorers should periodically agree on the current batters' scores. It is good practice to keep a
running tally in the batting section for every 10 runs scored.

11.

When a bowler finishes her spell, draw a vertical line next to the last over bowled.

12.

Check regularly that the batting total plus sundries equals the bowling total plus byes and leg byes.

13.

When a wicket falls, record the total score, the outgoing batter's name and the not out batter's name
and their score in the "Fall of Wicket" section. Record the name of the catcher in the
"How Out" column.
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14.

If the scorebook does not add up at the end of an innings, scorers should balance to the bowling total.

Girls Cricket League Rules
All matches are to be played in accordance with the laws of cricket (2017 version) as recognised by Cricket
Australia and Cricket NSW, with the exception of the variations specified below.

Code of Conduct
All players, parents and team officials are expected to abide by Cricket Australia’s “Well Played” Playing
Policy & Code of Conduct Guidelines, which is available on the Sixers/Thunder Girls Cricket League
websites.
Umpires are in full control of the match at all times, and all players, parents and team officials are expected
to respect the Umpire and refrain from showing dissent at an umpires decision.
Persons at a match in a position of responsibility or with a duty of care, (e.g. coaches, managers, umpires)
are expected to uphold this code of conduct and failing to take action to enforce this code shall be considered
to be a breach of the code.
Any player, parent or team official is entitled to lodge a protest should she/he be dissatisfied with any aspect
of a match. The protest must be lodged in writing to the Sixers/Thunder Girls Cricket League Competition
Manager by 5pm the day after the game. The umpires and opposing team must be notified of the intent to
protest and the reason for it. All involved parties will be informed of the outcome of the protest in writing via
the Competition Manager.
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Playing Conditions
1.1

The Players

1.1.1 Qualification of Players
(a) Player Registration
(i)

(ii)
(iii)

For the purposes of the Sixers/Thunder Girls Cricket League Competition whereby divisions are
based on age groups, the player’s age is determined as at midnight 31 st August in the year
beginning the current season. Clubs have the ability to apply for exemption for players to play in
older or younger age divisions, to be determined by the NSW Girls Cricket Leagues Committee
and based on the player’s ability and playing experience on a case by case basis.
Under 13 is classified as 12 years or less as at 31 August of the current year.
Players under the age of 10 or over the age of 16 as at 31st August in the current year must seek
approval from the Competition Manager.
Age Group
Under 13
Under 14
Under 15
Under 16
Under 17

(iv)

(v)

(vi)

Maximum Age as at August 31 of current year
12 years or less
13 years or less
14 years or less
15 years or less
16 years or less

Prior to the beginning of each season all players must be registered with their Club on MyCricket.
It is then each Club’s responsibility to allocate the player to a team before they enter into a
match.
The recommended number of players that clubs can register for any one team’s squad is 12,
i.e. 9 players per game with 3 additional players. Team lists must be entered on MyCricket and
submitted to the Sixers/Thunder Girls Cricket League Competition Manager prior to the deadline
as advised by the Competition Manager.
All players must be registered in MyCricket prior to participating in a match, and the playing
team is to be nominated preferably the day before play, but in any case by 12pm on the day of
play.

(b) Player Eligibility
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

Where a Club fields more than one team in the same division, a player may be transferred to
another team in the same age group or grade, but only under extenuating circumstances and
with prior approval from the Competition Manager. Applications must outline the reasons for the
team change, and until such time as the application is approved, the player must remain in her
original team.
No player may take part in a Finals Series match unless they are currently registered in the
competing team and have played a minimum 50% of matches during the season for their team.
Dispensation may be sought via the Competition Manager for players who do not fit these criteria
due to injury or illness suffered during the season.
The penalty for playing an ineligible player is loss of match points or in the case of a final, the
team playing the ineligible player will be deemed to have lost the game, provided the protest is
lodged within the time frame (5pm the day after game).
All applications regarding player eligibility must be made in writing to the Sixers/Thunder Girls
Cricket League Competition Manager no later than 5:00pm on the Wednesday
prior to the match in question.
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(c) Nomination of Players
(i)

(ii)

(iii)

1.2

Preferably the day before play, but in any case by 12pm on the day of play, each captain or team
manager must enter the selected team on MyCricket in preparation for the game. Alterations
may be made post-match due to late player withdrawal/replacement; however these players
must be registered on MyCricket prior to the game. *Please note there is no need for paper
team lists to be exchanged prior to the toss.
Each game will be played between two teams of 9 players, however up to 11 players may be
nominated for each team. Only 9 players may be on the field of play at any one time. Teams
must take to the field with a minimum of 7 players; otherwise the match will be deemed a forfeit
by that team.
Where a team nominates more than 9 players for a match, only 9 of the players are permitted to
bat and only 9 of the players permitted to bowl. These need not be the same player.

Umpires and Scorers
(a) Umpiring
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

One umpire from each team is to be available for each match.
Where only one person is available, that umpire is to stand at the bowler’s end. If there is more
than one person available, the additional umpire will stand at square leg.
Where possible, a person is not to umpire from the bowler’s end whilst their daughter is bowling
– they should swap ends with the other umpire if available.
Occasional and reasonable ‘coaching’ of players is permitted by both umpires, as long as it is
fair to both teams, is within the spirit of the game and does not impede the flow of the game. It
is the Umpire’s responsibility to adhere to time, and ensure instruction does not slow the game
unnecessarily. As a guide, instruction should be beneficial to the individual’s development, as
opposed to altering the game situation to the benefit of a team.

(b) Scoring
(i)
(ii)

(iii)

(iv)
(v)

1.3

One scorer from each team is to be available for each match.
Scorers shall record all runs scored, all balls faced by the batter, wickets taken, and number of
overs bowled (where applicable), and should check with the umpires at change of innings and
end of match to ensure the records agree.
Clubs should use the endorsed Cricket Australia Junior Stage 2 scorebooks to score the match
or a traditional scorebook. This is for all ages as the score book allows for up to 75 balls to be
faced per player.
Any scorer wishing to score using the MyCricket electronic scorer app must ensure that their
device is fully charged.
‘Live Scoring’ is available but not necessary – information will be uploaded to MyCricket once
connection to the server is made.

Equipment
(a) The Ball
(i)

We would recommend a Steeden Raider 142g Pink Ball to be used in the
Sixers/Thunder Cricket Leagues competition or a ‘Kookaburra Practice’ or
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(ii)
(iii)

equivalent (2-piece 142g). It is preferable for each fielding team to have one new ball for each
innings.
All balls to be used in the match shall be in the possession of the umpires before the toss and
shall remain under their control throughout the match.
If during play, the ball becomes lost or is deemed by the umpires as unfit for play, the umpires
should replace it will a ball that has similar wear to the match ball at the time it was lost.

(b) Protective Equipment
(i)

(ii)

While Batting –
It is a requirement of the Sixers/Thunder Girls Cricket League that all girls batting in a match or
during practice wear the minimum required protective equipment, that being a properly fitted
helmet with face guard, batting gloves, and leg pads. Use of arm guards, female protector,
abdominal protection piece and thigh guards are also encouraged. If used, abdominal protectors
and thigh guards are to be worn underneath the player’s uniform.
While Wicket Keeping –
It is a requirement of the Sixers/Thunder Girls Cricket League that all girls acting as wicket keeper
in a match or during practice wear the minimum required protective equipment, that being a
properly fitted helmet with face guard, keeping gloves, and keeping pads.

(c) Team Kit Bag
(i)

All clubs are expected to supply sufficient equipment to each team so that the 2 waiting batters
can be padded up (4 sets of gloves, leg pads, helmets). Clubs are also to ensure there is an
adequate supply of safety equipment (including first-aid kit and sun screen), 20 x boundary
markers stumps, bails, bats, balls and a scorebook / iPad or Android tablet. An umpire’s counter
is also highly recommended.

(d) Uniforms
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

1.4

The wearing of coloured playing shirts/shorts/trousers and sponsor logos on players’ clothing is
permitted subject to approval of the Competition Manager. Coloured clothing is encouraged.
Players are to ensure that they bring a white or cream wide brimmed hat or Club cap to wear
every match.
Cricket boots with metal springs or studs are NOT permitted.

Playing Times – review all times
(a) Playing Hours
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

(v)

All matches shall be played in Twenty20 style format, 20 overs per innings.
Scheduled playing time is 140 mins (2 hours 20 mins) The toss must be completed at least 15
mins before start time.
Innings 1: 65 mins in duration from start time.
eg 2.00 – 3.05pm
Break:
10 min
eg 3.05 – 3.15 pm
Innings 2: 65 min in duration
eg 3.15 – 4.20pm
The length of each innings shall be 65 minutes. The idea is to make the games fast, fun and
attractive for families. It is the responsibility of the Coaches and Umpires to ensure that these
timeframes are being adhered to.
A 10 minute interval between innings shall apply (discretion during rain affected
matches)
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(vi)
(vii)

(viii)

No play is permitted more than 2.5 hours after the start time.
Each match should continue until both sides have completed their innings of 65 minutes or 20
overs, whichever comes first. Play may continue until 2.5 hours after the start time once the
side batting second passes the required score before 20 overs is complete, in order to allow all
players to participate (at the discretion of both team managers). However, scores for the team
batting second must be ‘ruled-off’; that is, no team or individual scores are counted (or entered
on MyCricket) after the match is won.
It is responsibility of the umpires to keep the game running to time. Aim to complete each
innings in 60 mins.

Time saving strategies
Please refer to the last page of this booklet for example of time saving strategies

(b) Drinks Breaks
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

A short break for drinks (2-3min max to be taken on the field of play) may occur after 10 overs in
each innings, if deemed required by one or more coaches.
A 10 minute break will be held between innings. The second innings should commence no later
than 10 mins after the finish of the first innings.
Drinks breaks may be taken during hot weather as deemed appropriate by the umpires. Fielders
may be substituted at the end of an over if they wish to have an additional drinks break. The
wicketkeeper or batters can signal to be brought a drink at the end of any over during very hot
weather.

(c) Playing Time Lost
(i)

If play is delayed for any reason prior to the conclusion of the innings of the team batting first,
and neither team is at fault, the time remaining will be divided evenly between the teams and the
number of overs reduced accordingly (the maximum overs for the innings shall be reduced by
one over for each side for every 7 minutes lost).

Charts to assist with calculation of overs when delays occur
1. For time lost PRIOR to play or during the innings of the team BATTING FIRST, overs are reduced by
one over for each team for each whole 7 minutes lost.
2. 2. For time lost following innings of the team batting first and PRIOR TO OR DURING THE INNINGS
OF THE TEAM BATTING SECOND and after taking into consideration any early completion of the first
innings of the match, overs are reduced by one over for each whole 3.5 minutes lost.

Minutes Lost

Overs Lost
per side

Minutes Lost

Overs Lost
per side

7

1

77

6

14

2

84

7
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(ii)

1.5

21

3

91

8

28

4

98

9

35

5

105

10

Minutes Lost

Overs Lost

Minutes Lost

Overs Lost

3.5

1

21

6

7

2

24.5

7

10.5

3

28

8

14

4

31.5

9

17.5

5

35

10

The decision to play or not for each match shall not impact the result of other matches. Completed
games shall retain their points regardless of other matches in the same round not being
completed for whatever reason.

Rules of Play

1.5.1 General
(a) Minimum Players
(i)
(ii)

A team must have at least 7 players for the match to commence. If a team cannot field 7 players
by 10 minutes after the scheduled start of play, the match may be claimed a forfeit by that team.
However, the teams are welcome to and encouraged to still take part in a non-competition match
between any available players from both teams, noting no scores (including individual) may be
entered onto MyCricket.

(b) The Toss
(i)

The Captains, accompanied by their coach or manager, shall toss for the choice of innings on
the field of play 15 minutes before the scheduled match start time.

1.5.2 The Field
(a) The Boundary
(i)

The boundary should be set no greater than and as close to 35 metres from the
centre of the wicket for the U13 Division, 40 metres from the centre for the U15
Division and 45 metres from the centre of the wicket for U17 Division.
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(ii)
(iii)

Both teams are responsible for supplying 20 markers per game
Portable ‘spring loaded’ stumps are to be used for all U13 matches, and wooden stumps are to
be used for the U15 and 17 matches

(b) Fielding Restrictions
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

No fielder is to field within 10m of the batsman, except regulation offside slips, gully, and the
wicket keeper.
A 10m fielding circle need not be marked on the ground but will instead be identified at the
discretion of the umpires.
If, at the time of delivery, a fielder is within 10 metres of the batter, the umpire at the bowler’s end
will call and signal dead ball.
No more than 2 fielders, other than the wicket-keeper, behind the popping crease on the legside.
Each team is encouraged to use two wicket keepers (U13 only)
Rotation of fielders is recommended to ensure all players experience all positions on the field.

(c) The Pitch
(i)

For U13’s only Portable stumps are to be placed at a
distance of 18m (technically 17.72m) from the stumps
at the batting end, on each of the existing popping
(front foot) creases. A temporary bowling crease shall
be marked with chalk or tape at a distance of 1.2
metres from the portable stumps (front foot crease) at
both ends. It is preferable the distance is measured by
tape.
Note: Non-strikers and Umpires must stand at the
18m stumps, and not beyond. Bowlers must bowl on
18m pitch as per Cricket Australia format
requirements – see ‘Bowling’
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1.5.3 Batting
(a) General
(i)

In accordance with Stage 2 of the Cricket Australia’s Junior Formats, a batsman’s innings will
cease if dismissed under the laws of cricket, irrespective of the number of balls faced by the
batsman.

(a) Forms of Dismissal.
1) Bowled
2) Caught
3) Leg before wicket (LBW)
4) Run out
5) Stumped
6) Hit the ball twice
7) Hit wicket
8) Obstructing the field
9) Timed out

(ii)

(iii)

(iv)

For U13 ONLY, the batting side will be deemed all out once 9 wickets have fallen. The player
dismissed as the 8th wicket will remain on field as the runner only. Only the last remaining batter
is permitted to face the remaining balls.
For u15 and u17, The batting side will be deemed all out once 8 wickets have fallen. If a side has
less than 9 players, the side will be considered dismissed when there is only one batsman
remaining; that is, with 8 players, 7 wickets is all out; with 7 players, 6 wickets is all out.
When continuing to play past a winning score, no batter should return to the crease if they have
been compulsorily retired.

(b) Compulsory Retirement
(i)

A batter must retire once she has faced a maximum number of legal deliveries.
a. U13 - 20 deliveries
b. U15 - 25 deliveries
c. U17 – 30 deliveries

In rain affected matches, it will be up to the discretion of coaches from both teams to agree on a revised
ball count for batters (it is not compulsory to amend the ball count). If no agreement on a revised ball
count, the above number of deliveries must apply.
(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

All deliveries ( regardless of whether wides / no balls ) will be included in the batters ball count.
Batters may resume their innings only when all other team members have batted and either been
dismissed or compulsory retired. If two or more batters are compulsorily retired, they must
resume in the same order as they retired.
Upon a retired batter returning to the crease, a ball count shall not apply.
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1.5.4 Bowling
(a) General
(i)

(ii)
(iii)

(U13 only) - In order to minimise game time, it is compulsory that either:
1. Half the overs are bowled from one end of the pitch, and half from the other, i.e. the first 10
overs are to be bowled from one end, and the final 10 overs bowled from the other end.
2. U15 / U17 – bowl from alternate ends each over
(U13 only) – Bowlers must bowl no closer than 17.7m (1.2m in front of the stumps), and no
further than the usual bowling crease markings (marked on diagram).
If a bowler’s front foot does not land in in the designated blue zone (marked below), i.e. does not
break the line, the delivery shall be called ‘dead-ball’ by the umpire and the delivery must be rebowled. (See image below)

Some part of the Bowler’s front foot must land in the
blue zone.

(iv)
(v)

(vi)

Six balls per over (maximum of 8 per over) except the last over where six legal deliveries must
be bowled.
All players in the team must bowl at least 2 overs prior to any player bowling a 3rd over, except
where they act as a wicket keeper for that match*, or they have an injury preventing them from
bowling. Injured players must be advised prior to the match starting. Full time wicket keeper must
be identified on MyCricket.
*Any player acting as wicket keeper in the second 10 overs of the innings may bowl 3 overs prior
to all others bowling 2.
All players must bowl a minimum of 2 overs during the innings (apart from the full-time wicket
keeper), unless the innings does not last 20 overs.

(b) No Balls
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)
(v)
(vi)

Any delivery which bounces more than twice before reaching the popping crease is to be called
by the umpire as a ‘No Ball’.
Any full-pitched delivery that passes above the waist (defined by the top of the trousers) of the
batter in her normal batting stance is to be called by the umpire as a ‘No Ball’.
Any short-pitched delivery that passes above the shoulder of the batter, in her normal stance, is
to be called by the umpire as a ‘No Ball’.
A batter may be run out off a ‘No Ball’ if attempting a run
A ‘No Ball’ in any case is to be counted as 1 Sundry.
A ‘No Ball – Dead Ball’ is called when a delivery has stopped prior to reaching the batting crease.
This may not be played at by the batter and the delivery is not recorded.
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(c) Wides
(i)
(ii)
(iii)
(iv)

Any ball that is outside of the reach of the batter in their normal batting stance, is deemed a
‘Wide’.
The batter can be stumped or run out off of a ‘Wide’ delivery.
A ‘Wide’ is to be counted as 1 Sundry.
Any ball that bounces off the pitch before passing the batter is to be called by the umpire as a
‘Wide’, and immediately signalled a DEAD BALL.
1 Sundry is added to the score, and the ball needs to be re-bowled (taking into consideration
1.5.4 a (ii)). As the ball is dead, no further score is possible, and the batter cannot be dismissed
stumped off a ball pitching off the wicket.

1.5.5 Weather Conditions
(a) Ground Closures
(i)

(ii)

In the event of bad weather in the week prior to a match, and the ground has not been closed by
Council and/or the Competition Manager has not informed teams of closure, teams should attend
the grounds ready to play. Teams are advised to contact their relevant Zone Coordinator for
advice .
In the case of wet weather on match day, both umpires are to inspect the wicket and ground to
determine the viability of play. Whilst it is preferable to play if conditions permit, the decision
should be based on duty of care to the players; i.e. safety first. If both umpires cannot agree, the
day’s play will be abandoned.

(b) No Play
(i)

(ii)
(iii)

If a match is not called off by the Competition Manager prior to match day, it is up to the umpire/s
to determine the viability of play in the event of wet weather, bad light or adverse conditions, as
well as considering any determination made by the local council in charge of the ground. Only
one umpire can determine the conditions are not suitable or safe for play.
10 overs per side must be completed in order to avoid a ‘wash out’. That is, 10 completed overs
per team constitutes a match.
If play is suspended and it is not considered possible to fit the remaining overs in before 5:00pm,
the total overs remaining should be reduced at the rate of one over per 3.5 minutes lost. When
play resumes, the remaining time is to be divided with a view to giving each team an equal
number of overs (if possible).

(c) Lightning – Follow the 30/30 Rule
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

Play must cease immediately in the event that a lightning flash is followed by thunder less than
30 seconds later.
Play must not resume until 30 minutes after the last such lightning flash.
Play may be extended to 5pm maximum.
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(d) Hot Weather
(i)

(i)

(ii)

1.6

The decision to not play in extremely hot weather (36.0 degrees or higher on the official Bureau
of Meteorology website www.bom.gov.au at the nearest weather station to the ground) may be
made by a) either team at the ground prior to the start of play, or b) both teams after
commencement of play. The match will then be deemed a draw.
If play is to continue, managers and coaches are responsible for ensuring all players have
adequate fluids and access to cooling methods such as water sprays and chilled fluids. Extra
drink breaks may be administered and are encouraged.
Recommendation: players in helmets, i.e. batters and wicket keepers, are at particular risk and
should be monitored at all times.
If the forecast temperatures are deemed to be excessive, the entire round may be called off prior
by Competition Management. All Clubs will be communicated to directly, and a notice will be
placed on the League Websites.

The Result
(a) Forfeit
(i)
(ii)
(iii)

If a team finds it necessary to forfeit, for any reason, they should notify their opponents and the
Competition Manager at the earliest opportunity
A team claims a forfeit if their opposition does not show or does not have at least six players 10
minutes after the scheduled starting time.
Where a match is forfeited, any further play will be for social benefit only with no statistics other
than the forfeit entered into MyCricket.

(b) Match Result
(i)

(ii)
(iii)

(iv)

A result can be achieved only if both teams have had the opportunity to bat for at least 5 overs,
unless one team has been all out in less than 5 overs, or unless the team batting second scores
enough runs to win in less than 5 overs.
The team with the highest score at the completion of both teams’ innings will be declared the
winner.
In the case where an innings is incomplete (but in excess of the minimum overs) the result shall
be determined on run rate (total runs scored divided by total overs faced). Where a team is allout in any innings, for the purpose of calculating the run-rate, the maximum number of overs for
the innings shall be used as the number of overs faced in that innings.
Match scores and results must be entered and confirmed in MyCricket by 11:59pm on the
Monday following the match. It is the responsibility of the home team to enter the match result.

(c) Competition Points
CODE

RESULT

POINTS

1
2
3
4
5
6

Win
Tie
Draw or no result (washout)
Loss
Bye
Loss on Forfeit

5
3
3
1
3
0
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1.7

7

Win on forfeit

8

Attendance at Coaches & Managers Session

Maximum of other
points in round
N/A

Finals - TBC
The finals series for each Zone / Association will be determined by the Competition Manager or relevant
committee, depending upon the number of teams entered as well as length of season. More information
will be provided prior to the commencement of the season.

ADDENDUM - MyCricket: Entry of Match Results
Match results for all Girl’s Cricket League matches should be entered on MyCricket using one of the
following entry methods:
1. In all matches where no play occurs, a result of ‘Match Abandoned’ is entered. There is no expectation to
select teams or enter player scores for these matches.
a. Forfeit Matches – in all matches where one team forfeits, the team that forfeits the match shall
enter a result of ‘Lost on Forfeit’. Their opponent shall enter the result as ‘Won on Forfeit’. No entry
of selected teams or player scores is required for Forfeit Matches.
2. In matches where play commenced (at least 0.1 overs) and no result was achieved, a result of ‘Match
Drawn’ is entered. All ‘Match Drawn’ results should include the selection of teams and the entry of player
scores where relevant.
3. In matches where a result is achieved (‘Won First Innings’, ‘Lost First Innings’, ‘Tie First Innings’), the
respective result is entered including team selections and player scores.
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THE PREAMBLE- THE SPIRIT OF CRICKET
Cricket is a game that owes much of its unique appeal to the fact that it should be played not only
within its Laws but also within the Spirit of the Game. Any action which is seen to abuse this
spirit causes injury to the game itself. The major responsibility for ensuring the spirit of fair play
rests with the captains.
1.

2.

3.

There are two Laws which place the responsibility for the team’s conduct firmly on
the captain.
Responsibility of captains
The captains are responsible at all times for ensuring that play is conducted within the
Spirit of the Game as well as within the Laws.
Player’s conduct
In the event of a player failing to comply with instructions by an umpire, or criticising by
word or action the decisions of an umpire, or showing dissent, or generally behaving in
a manner which might bring the game into disrepute, the umpire concerned shall in the
first place report the matter to the other umpire and to the player’s captain, and instruct
the latter to take action.
Fair and unfair play
According to the Laws the umpires are the sole judges of fair and unfair play. The umpires
may intervene at any time and it is the responsibility of the captain to take action where
required.
The umpires are authorised to intervene in cases of:
Time wasting
Damaging the pitch
Dangerous or unfair bowling
Tampering with the ball
Any other action that they consider to be unfair

4.

The Spirit of the Game involves RESPECT for:
Your opponents
Your own captain and team
The role of the umpires
The game’s traditional values

5.

It is against the Spirit of the Game:

To dispute an umpire’s decision by word, action or gesture
To direct abusive language towards an opponent or umpire
To indulge in cheating or any sharp practice, for instance:
a) to appeal knowing that the batsman is not out
b) to advance towards an umpire in an aggressive manner when appealing
c) to seek to distract an opponent either verbally or by harassment with persistent
clapping or unnecessary noise under the guise of enthusiasm and motivation of one’s
own side
6.
Violence
There is no place for any act of violence on the field of play.
7.
Players
Captains and umpires together set the tone for the conduct of a cricket match. Every player is
expected to make an important contribution to this.
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MATCH DAY CONTACTS
For match-day issues or enquiries, please contact your relevant Competition Coordinator for each
Competition.

League Contacts

Club Promotions & Support
Sixers Region

Julie Stafford
julie.stafford@cricketnsw.com.au

m) 0405 841 016
p) 02 8302 6028

Club Promotions & Support
Thunder Region

Michelle Goszko
michelle.goszko@cricketnsw.com.au

m) 0407 939 967

Competition Support

Luke Miner
luke.miner@cricketnsw.com.au

m) 0437 375 353
p) 02 8302 6027
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